
SLAUGHTER               

RATE
Cattle

CPoW- Livestock Processors Cooperative Association
2017 FEE SCHEDULE & SLAUGHTER RATES

*Prices subject to change without notice

Ground Beef Patties                                     

8-1 (eighth pound)

Standard Cut & Wrap Fee is based on Vacuum Seal (Cryovac),                                                 

Ground Plastic Chubs and Boxes.

NON- STANDARD CUT & WRAP FEE SCHEDULE

STANDARD CUT/WRAP                                  

per pound on HCW
.80 cents 

.80 cents 

Includes Standard Cut & Wrap

Cattle Brand Inspection

Hogs

Sheep/Lambs/Goats

$100

$5.73

$75

$135

STOCK CLASS

Complete Bone- Out                                          

(Grinder)

Vacuum Package                

Ground Beef

Ground Beef Patties                                     

3-1 (third pound) AND                               

4-1 (fourth pound)

Ground Beef Patties                                     

5-1 (fifth pound) AND                               

6-1 (sixth pound)

.10 per pound on 

packaged product

.25 per pound on 

packaged product

.45 per pound on 

packaged product

.60 per pound on 

packaged product

.70 per pound on 

HCW

.10 per pound on 

packaged product

$25 per head

.10 per pound on 

HCW

.80 per pound on 

packaged product

.80 cents per HCW plus an 

additonal .10 cents per pound on 

the packaged product

Instead of plastic chubs                                

or paper wrap

Sheep/Lambs/Goats: $60

Slaughter & Chill Prices-Per Head

Slaughter & Chill Carcasses need to be picked up within 48 hours.                                                                 

All additional storage days will cost $5.00 per carcass, per day.

All cuts must be primal and                      

sub-primal

Cut and Wrap ONE per pack

Additional fee for aging carcasses 

days 15-21

Hanging Carcass Weight over 

1050 pounds                                 

(Excludes Bone-Outs)

Hogs: $85

.10 per pound on 

HCW

Beef: $140

Cut & Wrap                                                  

Sub-Primal & Primal

Cut & Wrap Singles

Box Beef in Quarters

Additional Carcass Aging                         

15-21 Day Hang

Extra Large Carcass



CPoW LPCA or CPoW Livestock Processors Cooperative Association, also known as the LPCA.

Additional fees may be incurred for skinning, disposal, extra storage, etc.

Prices are subject to WA sales tax, UNLESS the Producer has a Tax-Exempt form, on file with the LPCA, 

from Washington State. New copy is needed each fiscal year.

Returned NSF checks will be charged $50.

Adjustments to prices will be based on additional processing time required and may include charges for 

USDA overtime.
Animals presented for slaughter in an unsatisfactory condition may be refused by the USDA inspector 

and/or a LPCA representative.

Product needs to be picked up within 7 days of first notification; on the 8th day following first notice, 

customer will be charged at a rate of $5 per day, per animal.

Product unclaimed beyond 21 days, unless other arrangements have been made, will be considered 

abandoned and will either be marketed to cover LPCA expenses for kill, cut and wrap or donated to a 

food bank.
Payment is due in full at the time the product is picked up, otherwise product will remain at LPCA.

Customers are responsible for completing Cutting Instructions at the time animals are delivered to the 

LPCA.  If instructions are not received, the LPCA will default to Standard cuts.

Listed prices are minimums. The final price may be adjusted by LPCA’s representative on site at time of 

slaughter. 

Definitions, Inclusions, and Conditions:

Animals that are judged by LPCA’s representative as unable to be (safely) handled (e.g. extremely large 

or unruly) may be refused, or an additional fee may be incurred by the owner.  If an animal cannot be 

handled, the animal owner is responsible for prompt removal and hauling of the animal. 

HCW=Hot carcass weight and in this usage shall be defined as: the unchilled carcass weight taken shortly 

after slaughter and following removal of the hide, head, gastrointestinal tract, lower extremities and 

internal organs.

HCW is approximately 58-63% of the live weight of fed steer or heifer, 43-51% cows, 50-55% sheep and 

goats; 65-70% for pigs.  This ratio may vary depending on several factors such as age, breed, gender, and 

body condition of the animal.

If schedule allows, product can be aged for up to 14 days.  Additional aging will be at a rate of .10 cents 

per pound on HCW.  Additional days for dry aging loins or other primal cuts will be at a rate of $5 per 

day, per carcass. No whole carcass will be aged over 21 days.


